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A formula is given for the orthogonal complement of any vector subspace of I,. 
Countably infinite adjoint subspaces in a Banach space are characterized via 
solution spaces. In particular, infinite dimensional self-adjoint subspaces in a 
reflexive Banach space are characterized via solution spaces, generalizing a result in 
Dunford and Schwartz [“Linear Operators, II,” Interscience, New York, 19631. 
Applications are made to closed linear manifolds in I, @ I, as well as infinite 
dimensional, generalized ordinary differential subspaces in a Hiibert space with the 
boundary conditions imposed on real sequences. The results are also expressed via 
solution spaces. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
Let X,, X2 be Banach spaces. Suppose that T,,, T, (To c T,) are known 
closed linear manifolds in the direct sum X, 0 X, such that T,/T, is 
isomorphic to l2 and To is complemented in T,. Let T be an arbitrary closed 
linear manifold with TO c T c T, , and let P be an m X 00 normalized 
Hilbert matrix such that 
T= {aE T, lP(B(~))“=O,.,j, 
where B is a certain boundary operator. It is shown in [9] (see Theorem A, 
below) that P can be characterized by any fi X m (6 + rii = a) 
normalized Hilbert matrix P such that (P) = I, @ (P). Moreover, if further 
X, =X7*, X, =fl, T, = T$, then T = r* if, and only if I, @ (P) = (PC-'), 
where C is the 00 x co non-singular Hilbert matrix determined by certain 
known boundary operators. However, these descriptions are not practical 
because infinitely many equations (in particular, the ones describing self- 
adjoint extensions) have yet to be solved. The main aim of this note is to 
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improve this situation and to characterize the infinite dimensional adjoints 
and self-adjoint subspace extensions via solution spaces. Applications are 
made to the adjoint subspaces in I, @ I, as well as infinite dimensional 
ordinary differential subspaces. In Theorem 1.1 the orthogonal complement 
of any vector subspace of I, is expressed via solution spaces. This is an 
infinite dimensional generalization of Lemma 2 in [2]. This theorem is 
important to later developments. In Theorem 2.1 we give formulas for infinite 
dimensional adjoints. In Theorem 2.2 we show that the existence of an 
infinite dimensional self-adjoint subspace extension of a symmetric subspace 
in a Hilbert space is equivalent to a certain type of a diagonalization of the 
co x co non-singular Hilbert matrix determined by the symmetric subspace. 
In Theorem 2.3 we give canonicalized formulas for infinite dimensional self- 
adjoint subspace extensions in a reflexive Banach space. This is an infinite 
dimensional generalization of Theorem XII, 4.3 1 in Dunford and 
Schwartz [5]. In Theorem 3.1 and 3.2 we express all the adjoint subspaces 
and self-adjoint subspaces in I, @ I, via solution spaces. For a set i c R, let 
PO, Yi be given perturbations of ordinary differential subspaces such that 
dim(g/PO) = co 
(see (3.9)). Let W and Wt be the finite dimensional vector subspaces of 
Y*(i) @J.&(i) such that W (resp. W’) is orthogonal to 4k; (resp. 4pg) (see 
(3.6)). Thus dim(q f7 W’*)/(q $ W) = co. In Theorems 3.3 and 3.5 we 
characterize all the adjoint subspaces between PO n Wt* and -$ 4 W, and 
any self-adjoint subspaces between ip n w* and 9, i W via solution 
spaces. Finally some explicit examples are worked out. We now fix some 
notation. The Hilbert space of all 1 x 03 complex vectors a with aa* < co is 
denoted by 1,. The set of all 1 X N (N is finite) complex vectors is denoted 
by CN. The algebraic sum of two linear manifolds M and T is denoted by 
M $ R. For a Banach space X, its conjugate dual will be denoted by X*. X 
will be identified as a subspace of X ** by the isometric isomorphism x--t 2 
where a(f) = f(x) for all f E X*. The adjoint of a linear manifold M will be 
denoted by M* (see, for example, [2,4, 91). The adjoint of a matrix M, or an 
operator M will be denoted by M*. The transpose of a matrix M is denoted 
by M’. Let P be an m x co Hilbert matrix. Then it is termed normalized if 
for m ( co, P is of rank m, and if for m = co then PP* = I,, where Zk 
denotes te k x k identity matrix. The linear closure of all the TOW vectors of 
P will be denoted by (P). If (Oi, D, ,..., D,, ,... } is a sequence of finite 
matrices, then its matrix direct sum will be denoted by 
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1. INFINITE MATRICES 
The following is a generalization of Lemma 2 in (21 to a infinite dimen- 
sional case. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let JY be a m dimensional vector subspace of 1,. Let P 
be an m x 00 normalized Hilbert matrix such that 
Then 
(P) = the closure of A. 
-Ml = (I, - P*(PP*)-1 P). 
The formula is false in general if P is not normalized. 
Proof. Assume m < co. Then by Theorem 1.4 of [8], PP* is invertible. 
Now 
(I,--P*(PP*)-‘P)p*=o,,,. 
This shows that 
(I, - P*(PP*)-’ P) C (P)‘. 
Take any f~ ((I, - P*(PP*)-’ P)‘) and write f = f, $ f,, where.f, E (P), 
f, E (P)-. Then 
Thus 
0 =(f1+ f2)(lm -p*pp*>-'P) 
= f*- flp*(PP*)-‘P= f*. 
(I, - P*(PP*)- I P) = (P)’ if m<oo. 
The case when m = co can be proved in a similar manner. The last assertion 
of the theorem is clear. This completes the proof. We thank Professor C. R. 
Moore for helpful discussions. 
The finite dimensional analogue of the following theorem was proved in 
(Lemma 4 of [2]) by a different method. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let Q, , Q2 be the w X co Hilbert matrices such that 
Q,Qz* =Ocoxoo~ Q,QT =I,, Q,Q: ==I,, 
QTQ, + Q;Qz = I,. 
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Define an 03 x 00 matrix E by 
E = Q:Q, - QTQz. 
Then we have the following: 
(I) If R is an 00 x 03 matrix such that RR* = R*R = I,, then 
1, = (PE) i (P) (orthogonal sum), 
where 
P=Q,+RQ,. 
(II) Suppose that P is the w x 00 matrix such that PP* = I,, and 
1, = (PE) i- (P) (orthogonal sum). 
Then 
6) P&T, or equivalently PQ$, is a non-singular Hilbert matrix. 
(ii) P = PQf(Q, + RQ2), where 
R = (PQ;“)-’ PQ,*. 
In particular, RR* = R*R = I,, and 
(f’> = <Q, + RQd. 
Proof. Note that E is the non-singular Hilbert matrix such that E = E* 
E2= I,. 
(I) Take anyf E (PE)- n (P)‘. Then 
f(PE)* = f(Qf - Q;R *) = 0, 
jP* = f(Q; + QfR*) = 0. 
It follows that 
Therefore 
fQT = 0, fQ;“R*R = fQ$ = 0. 
Since 
o=fQTQ,+ fQ:Q2=$ 
PEP* =O,.,, 
(PI?) i (P) is closed. Therefore I, is the orthogonal sum of (P) and (PE). 
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(II) Since (PC) is orthogonal to (P), 
f'QTPQT)* = PQW'Qt)*. (1) 
In general, an co x 00 Hilbert matrix A is non-singular if, and only if A* is 
non-singular (cf. Theorem 2.3 of [4]). It follows form (1) that PQT is non- 
singular if, and only if PQT is non-singular. Suppose that aPQT = 0 for some 
aE 1,. Then by (l), aPQfQ,P* = 0 as aPQ:Q, = 0. Since 
QTQ, + Q:Qz = I,, we see that aP = aPQ,*Qz. Then a = aPQtQ,P* = 0. 
This shows that PQ: is one-to-one. We now show that PQT is onto. First we 
will show that 
I, = P”P + (PE)*(PE), (2) 
Q, P*PQ; = I,/2. (3) 
Since PP* = I, and (P)’ = (PE), it follows from Theorem 1.1 that 
(PE) = (I, - P*P). 
Since PE(PE)* = I,, it follows form (Proposition 1.5 of [ 81) that 
I, - P*P = DPE 
for some co x co Hilbert matrix D. Now 
Then 
(I, - P*P) QTQ, =DPQTQ, 3 
(I, - P*P) Q$Qz = -DPQ;Qz. 
Thus 
(I, - P*P)E = DP. 
This proves (2). 
BY (2) 
(I, - P*P) EP” = EP* = D. 
Q,(Z, - P*P) Q: = Q,EP*PE. 
Simplifying the above, we get (3). Now, take z E I,. Then using (3) 
(2zQl P*) PQ: = z. 
This shows that PQf is onto. Thus PQT is a non-singular Hilbert matrix. 
Since PQT and PQT are non-singular, it follows from (1) that 
RR*=R”R=I,. It is easy to check that P = PQf(Q, + RQ,). Clearly 
(P) = (Q, + RQ,). This completes the proof. 
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If A and B are mxN, GixN (m+Cz=NN(oo) matrices such that 
AA* = I,, BB* = I, and AB* = 0, then the N x N matrix 
A 
i 1 B 
is unitary if, and only if A*A t B*B = IN. The infinite dimensional analogue 
of this is given in the following theorem (cf. Proposition 2.3 of [7]). 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Suppose that P and P are m x 03 and rii x 03 
matrices such that PP* = I,,, , pp* = I,, PP”* = 0, xrit, where m + rii = 03. 
Then the rows of P and P” form an orthogonal basis for 1, $ and only if 
P”P@%=I,. 
Prooj: .-if’ part. Since (P) i (F) is closed, it is sufficient to show that 
(P>'n(P); = (0). 
Suppose jP* = fl* = 0 for some f E I,. Then 
0 = fp*p = f (I, - PP). 
Then 
f qpp=o. 
“only if’ part. Take any f E 1,. Then 
f (P*P $ p”*F - I,) P” = 0, 
f (P*P $ p”*p’- I,) F* = 0. 
Thus 
Since f was arbitrary, 
f (P*P + F*P - I,) = 0. 
I, = P*P + F*i? 
2. ADJOINTS 
Let T,, c T, be given closed linear manifolds in the direct sum X, @ X, of 
Banach spaces X,, X, such that T, is complemented in T, and T,/T, is 
isomorphic to I,. Let B, B’ be the linear operators: 
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such that B is bounded, onto, B-‘(O) = T,,, and Bt is w*-continuous, onto 
and Bt -l(O) = c. For the existence of such operators, see Propositions 1.2, 
1.4 of 191. Throughout this section C will be the co x co non-singular 
Hilbert matrix satisfying the following: 
b;(u,) - b&z,) = iB(a) C (B+(b))* (2.1) 
for all a = {a,, a,} E T,, b = {b,, b,} E 7$. If, further, X, =XT*, X, OX, = 
X, @p and T, = c, then 
a,(b,) - &(a,) = iB(u) C (B(b))* (2.2) 
for all a= (a,,~,}, b= (b,,b,} in T,. 
The C in (2.2) is hermitian (Theorem 1.6 of [9]). It is shown (Theorem 1.7 
of [ 91) that there exists an one-to-one correspondence between the set of all 
the closed linear manifolds between T, and T, and the set of all the linear 
manifolds of the form 
T= {a E T, 1 P(B(u))* = OmX1}, (2.3) 
where P is an m x 03 (m < co) normalized Hilbert matrix. 
THEOREM A (Theorem 1.7 of [9]). Let T be us in (2.3). Then we have 
the following: 
(I) Let C be us (2.1). Then 
F={bEe’k(B+(b))*=O,,,}, 
where p is any m x 00 (ti < co) normalized Hilbert matrix such thut 
I, = (P) i- (P) (orthogonal sum). (2.4) 
(II) Assume further that X, = Xy*, X, GJ X, =X, @ Xy, T, = c. Let 
C be us (2.2). Then T = F if; and only if 
I, = (PC-‘) i (P) (orthogonal sum). (2.5 1 
The above theorem is difficult in application, in particular, if we wish to 
show explicitly the boundary conditions because the infinitely many linear 
equations in (2.4) and (2.5) have yet to be solved. In the following 
Theorems 2.1, 2.3 we will solve these difficulties. 
The following generalizes Theorem 3 in [2] to an infinite dimensional 
case. 
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THEOREM 2.1. Let C be defined as (2.1). Let P be an m X CO 
normalized matrix. Let T be as (2.3). Then 
r* = (b E c 1 C(B+(b))* = P*(PP*)-‘PC@+(b))*}. 
Proof: This follows from Theorems 1.1 and A. 
In the following we show that the existence of a self-adjoint subspace 
extension of a symmetric subspace in Hilbert space is equivalent to a certain 
diagonalization of C in (2.2). 
THEOREM 2.2. Suppose further that X, =X, are Hilbert spaces and 
T$ = T,. Let C be as (2.2). Then TO has a self-adjoint subspace extension in 
X, @ X, if, and only if there exists an co x co non-singular Hilbert matrix D 
such that 
or DCD*=f (-:, ;). 
ProoJ Denote by ( , ) the inner product in X,, and by (( , )) the inner 
product in X, @Xi. Then by (2.2) 
(a,, b,) - (a,, b,) = WI C(W))* 
for a = (a,,a,}, b = {b,, b,} in T,. Write 
T, 0 T,,=M- $M+ (orthogonal sum), 
where 
M* = {(x, y} E T, / y = *ix) 
(see Coddington [3, p. 301). Then T,, has a self-adjoint subspace extension in 
X, @X, if, and only if dim M- = M+ = co (Coddington [3, Corollary, 
p. 341; or [8, Corollary 3.21). We now prove the “only if’ part. Assume TO 
has a self-adjoint subspace extension in X, OX,. Let {#j 1 j E N } by an 
orthogonal basis for Mf, and let {vj 1 jE N} be one for M-. Define 
v(a) = (((a, 4,>>, ((a, w,)L ((a, hJ>, ((a, w,)>~-.)~ 
Then V defines a bounded linear operator from T, onto I, whose kernel 
is T,,. 
We can check easily (cf. proof of Theorem 1.7 of [8]) that 
(a,, 6,) - (a,, b,) = iv(a) WV))* 
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for all a= (~,,a,}, b= {b,,b,} E T,, where 
.!J=-i+ (i -y) 
It follows from Proposition 1.5 of [8] that 
B(a) = V(a)D, a E T, 
for some 00 x co non-singular Hilbert matrix D. But then 
V(a) DCD*( V(b))* = iv(a) U( V(b))*, a, b E T, 
This implies that 
DCD*=+ (-; ;)a 
If we interchange #,, w, in the definition of V, then we get 
Suppose now that C is diagonalized by 
for some 00 x 00 non-singular Hilbert matrix D. Define 
Then 
e,=&o,, Q, = 6 (0, 1). 
1 1 
0 Es6 :, -1 ( ) = QTQ, - Q;"Qz I 
and Q,, Qz satisfy the hypotheses in Theorem 1.2. 
Define P = Q, + Q2. Then I, is the orthogonal sum of (PE) and (P). (See 
(II) of Theorem 1.2, where in this case we take R = I, .) It follows from (II) 
of Theorem A that 
{a E T, I W(a))* = 0, x 1 I 
is a self-adjoint subspace extension of To. The remaining case can be proved 
in a similar manner. This completes the proof. 
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Remark 2.1. We do not know whether or not the above theorem holds 
in the case when X, = XT*, X, @ XF and T, = c. The converse of this case 
is stated in (I) of the theorem below. 
The following theorem is a generalization of Theorem XII, 4.31 in 
Dunford and Schwartz [5] from a closed symmetric operator in Hilbert 
space with a finite deficiency index to a closed symmetric subspace in 
Banach space with an infinite “deficiency index.” It also generalizes 
Theorem 5 in [2] to an infinite dimensional case. In Theorem 15 of [3 1, 
Coddington developed by a different method an extension theory of 
symmetric space in Hilbert space (which is a generalization of the 
corresponding theory of symmetric operator by Von Neumann [ 111). But his 
theory is more theoretical rather than practical because in his theory one has 
to know eigenspaces and unitary operators between them. 
THEOREM 2.3. Suppose that X, = XT*, X, OX, =X, 0x7, and 
T, = 7$. Let C be as (2.2). Then 
(I) If there exists an co x 00 non-singular Hilbert matrix D such that 
then TO has a self-adjoint subspace extension in X, 0 XT. 
(II) Suppose that D is the 00 x 00 non-singular Hilbert matrix 
satisfying the above. Define 
Q,=&l,O,, cc Q, = @ (0, 1). 
Then a linear manifold T between TO and T, is self-adjoint iJ and only if 
T= Ia E T, I (Q, + RQJ D* ?W4)* = O,, ,I 
for some 00 x co matrix R with RR* = R*R = I, 
Proof (I) This can be proved by the same manner which is used to 
prove the “if’ part of Theorem 2.2. 
(II) Define V on T, by V(a)=B(a) D-‘. Then for all a = (al,a,), 
b= {b1,b2} in T,, 
a,@,) - b;(a,) = Wa) E(Vb))*, 
where E = 0;” (i -y). It is easy to check that 
E = QTQ, - QTQ,, E=E*, EE* = I,, Q,Q; = 0, 
Q,QT=Q,Q:=Q:Q,+Q;Q,=I,. 
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It follows from (II) of Theorem A that a linear manifold T between T,, and 
T, is self-adjoint if, and only if it has the form 
for some co x co matrix P with PP* = I, and (PE) = (P) . By 
Theorem 1.2. this matrix P can be written 
0') = (Q, + RQA 
for some co x co matrix R with RR” = R*R = I,. Thus the above set can 
be written as 
{a E T, I <Q, + RQJ o*-‘V-(a)>* = 0,x 11. 
This completes the proof. 
3. APPLICATIONS 
In this section we will apply Theorems 2.1 and 2.3 to the infinite dimen- 
sional adjoints in I, 0 1, as well as the infinite dimensional adjoints 
generated by YO f7 W+ * and 9, i Wt (see (3.9)). The underlying spaces are 
Hilbert spaces. Since Theorems 2.1 and 2.3 are coordinated, we will concen- 
trate on constructing boundary operators and the corresponding non-singular 
Hilbert matrices. Theorems 2.1 and 2.3 are applicable to partial differential 
operators. This will be a subject in a subsequent paper. 
3.1. Adjoints in I, 0 I, 
If P and Q are m x co (m < co) Hilbert matrices then P# Q will denote 
the m x co matrix 
(PI,4174 2 Yes.3 Pj, qjl*-. >3 
where pj and qj denote the jth column of P and Q, respectively. Then clearly 
P # Q is also a Hilbert matrix. Define an operator B on I, 0 1, by 
B({x,Y})=x#Y* 
Then B is an isomorphism from I,@ I, onto 1,. Define 
0 ’ 
c=& .  t , .  
( 1 j=* --I 
(3.1) 
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yc* - xd” = iB((x, y}) C(B({c, d})>* 
for all (x, y}, (c, d} in 1, @ 1,. 
By Proposition 2.2 of [8] any closed vector subspaces in I, 0 1, can be 
written 
Tr{{x,y}E1201,)Px*tQy*=0,,,}, 
where P and Q are m x co Hilbert matrices such that 
(3.2) 
rank[PP* t QQ*j = m if m<c0, 
PP* t QQ* = I, if m=W. 
Then 
DCD*=G (:, -;), DD* = D*D = I, 
The following follows from Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. 
THEOREM 3.1. 
(I) Let C be as (3.1) and T be as (3.2). Then 
T” = {{x, Y} E I, 0 I, I C(x # y>* 
= (P # Q)* [PP* + QQ*] -‘(P # Q) C(x # Y)* }. 
(II) Let R be any 00 x 00 unitary matrix. Let Q, = @y (1, 0), Q, = 
0;” (0, 1). Then 
1 ix, ~1 E 4 0 4 I <Q, + RQ,) D(x # Y)* = 0, x I 1 
is a self-adjoint subspace in I, @ I, where D is defined in (3.3). Conversely, 
any self-adjoint subspace in 1, @ I, can be written as the above an co X 00 
unitary matrix R. 
3.2. Dtyerential Subspaces with the Boundary Conditions Imposed on Real 
Sequences 
In this subsection we will apply Theorems 2.1, 2.3 to the generalized 
differential subspaces PO n IV’* c g $ W (see (3.9)) such that 
dim(ik; i W)/(L& f7 W+*) = co. 
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Let (a,, U,,*.*, aj9.a. } be an arbitrary but fixed real sequence such that 
--oo <a,<a,< .-.<aj-,<aj<.... 
Let 
i= ij (Uj-,,Uj)* 
j=l 
Let X, be the Hilbert space of all I x 1 (r is finite) vector-valued functions y 
defined on i with the inner product ( , ) given by 
(YY z> = i, y’idt, (y, z E X,). 
The X, will be the underlying space in this subsection. The inner product 
(( , )) on X, 0 X, is defined by 
(((x9 YL {a, bl)) = (x9 a> + (Y, b) 
for (x, y}, {a, b} in X, OX,. If U is a 1 X d vector whose entries are in 
X, @Xi, then ((U’, U)) will denote the d x d matrix whose (k, j)-entry is 
((u,, uj)) where uj is the jth column of U. Let r be the nth order (n is finite) 
differential expression acting on r x 1 vector-valued functions defined on 
n 
ry = \‘ p&) y(k), 
k=O 
t E i. 
Here the P, (0 < k < n) are k times continuously differentiable (entry-wise) 
Y x r complex matrix-valued functions of t E i, and P,(t) is invertible for all 
tE i. 
We assume throughout this subsection that z is regular in (ai-, , Uj) for 
infinitely many j. The formal adjoint r’ of r is defined by 
t+y = z. (-l)k(pk*(t)Y)(k). t E i. 
Let 
T,(r) = ((y, ry} EX, OX, 1 yE C”-‘(i), y+‘) EAC,,,(i), yen) EX,}, 
T,(r+) = ({ y, r’y} E X, 0 X, 1 y E C”-‘(i), yen-l) E AC,,,(i), y(“) E X,}. 
Then it is well known that T,(r), T,(r+) are closed, and because of the 
regularity condition on r in (aj- 1, aj), 
dim(T,(r)/Tf(r+)) = co. 
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Let B, B+ be the linear operators 
such that B is bounded, onto, B-‘(O) = c(r’), and B+ is bounded, onto, 
and B+-‘(O) = q(r). Let C, be the unique co X co non-singular Hilbert 
matrix such that 
J . (z*ry - (t+z)*y) dt = iB(y) C,B+(z^) i (3.4) 
for all y^= (y, ry} E T,(r), z = {z, r’z} E T,(r+). The existence of such C, 
follows from (Theorem 1.7 of [8]) or (Theorem 1.6 of [9]) as T,(r) and 
T,(r’) are closed. 
Let A be a bounded linear operator form X, into X, , and x and 2 are r x s 
and r x s” (S and s’ are finite) matrix-valued functions of t E i whose columns 
are in X,, and D and d are s x 03 and S’X 03 Hilbert matrices. Define 
operators 4p, and ip, by 
I 
- 
4”,= iy,py}Ei%; B(iy,~y~)C,+~~~~Dd~=o,,, . 
I I 
(3-5) 
Let J be the formal operator acting on ordered pairs defined by 
J({x, y}) = { y, -x}. Let W and W ’ be d and d+ dimensional vector 
subspaces of X, (d and dt are finite) such that 
J(Wf)c%, J(W) c 9;. (3.6) 
Let @ and Y be 1 x d and 1 x d+ vectors defined by 
@ = [w, )..., Wd] (1 x 4, 
Y = [WT,..., WJ,] (1 x d+), 
where{wjIl<j<d}and{w,fIl<j<df}aregivenbasesfor Wand W’, 
respectively. We will denote by ((G”, @)) the d X d matrix whose (k, j)-entry 
is ((w,, wj)), with the similar definition for ((Y’, Y’)). 
Define matrices Cj and operators Vj, VT as follows: 
C, = i[(W, Y))]-‘, C, = -i[((@‘, @))I -I, 
C=C,@C,@C,‘, 
(3.7) 
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(3.8) 
v;({a, Y’;z}) =B+({z, r+z}) CT + 
pi - 
zfxD dt, z E sqYo*)’ 
where B, B’ and C, are defined in (3.4); 
v2(u) = [((--k Wf))lIxd+, uEP1L;, 
v:(u> = [((u, wj’))h,d+, IJE w+; 
v,(u) = [(@y wj))l 1 xd, u E w, 
v:(v)= [((-Juy Wj))llxd~ uE9y; 
vx + a> = [V&)3 v,(a), V1@)llXrn, xEP,,aE w, 
V’(Y + 6) = [C(b), WY>, ~:(Ybm~ yEY’P,*,bE W’. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Suppose that gI is closed, or equivalently g(PT) is 
dense, and @(4k?,) is dense. Let C, and Cj (1 Q j< 2) be us (3.4) and (3.7). 
Let Vj, VT and V, Vt (1 < j < 3) be as (3.8). Then we have the following: 
(1) Py= z, t+z + A*2 + @C;’ B+(jz, 5’2)) CT 
+ 
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V, and VT are bounded linear operators from PI and Y,* onto 12, whose 
kernels are L$ and YT, respectively. Moreover, 
9 y ‘z 1 1 -- (--- y’ P$z)] dt = iVl(y^) C;‘(V:(Z))* 
(2) V, and V: are bounded linear operators from 9, and W+ onto 
Cd’ whose kernels are (4p, f? W+*) i (4k; 0 gO) and (O}, respectively, and 
(Vu, b)) = iv,(a) C,(V: @)I*, aEpI, bE Wt. 
V, and V: are bounded linear operators from W and gt onto Cd whose 
kernels are (0) and (9: TI W*) -i- (4”: 0 Lfr), respectively, and 
(Vu, b)) = iv,(a) C,(V:(b))*. aE W, bEY$. 
(3) V and Vt are bounded linear operators from 9, $ W and 
9: i W’ onto 1, whose kernels are 9f0 n Wt * and 9: f? W”, respectively, 
and 
((Ja, b)) = iv(a) C( V’(b))*, aE~~W,bEY$/W’, 
where C is as in (3.7). 
Proox (1) Define an operator 9: by 
9: = {{z, 7+2 +Jz + iQB’((z, 7+z})} (2 E g(T,(t+))), 
where 
h = A*z + @DC;  ^D*x*z dt, 
!i 
ZEX,, 
Q=$. 
Then by Corollary 2.2 of [6], 
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Now, by Corollary 2.4 of [6], 9: is closed if, and only if ka(M:*) is dense, 
and so 9: is closed as G9(g0) = g(PF*) is dense by assumption. Since 
P:* = PO, we see that 
ipo* = (PF*)* = (closure of 9:) = 9:. 
This proves the first part. The second part follows from Corollary 2.2 of [6]. 
The third part can be proved by the same method which was used to prove 
Theorem 3.3 of [6]. The method consists of showing that all the rows of V, 
considered as functions (respectively V:) form a Besselian-Hilbertian base 
for the dual of Pi/Y0 (respectively LPt/LY:). The last part follows from a 
calculation. 
(2) First we note that 
The d+ entries of the 1 x dt vector J(Y) = [J(w:),..., J(wi+)] form a basis 
for J( Wt ) and 
where the algebraic sums are orthogonal. 
It follows then that V, defines a bounded linear operator from Is, onto 
CdL whose kernel is (L$ n Wt *) 4 (9, 0 PO),>. Clearly V: is a bounded 
linear operator from Wt onto Cd whose kernel is {O}. We now apply 
Theorem 1.7 of [8] to V, IJcw+) an d Vl, and, in particular, using the proof of 
the theorem we find that 
(Vu, b)) = v, lJw+,@) C,(c(b))*) 
for all a E J( W’), b E W+, where 
G = ~~~~~~u>‘~~~~u)~>l-‘~~~‘~~~“>‘~ y?>KWu’, WI-’ 
= -[((K WI-‘. 
This shows that 
((Ju, b)) = iv,(a) cm(b))*, UEY,, bE wt. 
This proves the first part. The second part can be shown in a similar manner. 
The last part is [8, Case 4.4, Sect. 41, where in this case pt = d+, p = d, 
S, = P,, A = W, B = V, B+ = V, SC = LX’:, A + = Wt. This completes the 
proof. 
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THEOREM 3.3. Let 9,) PO be as in (3.5). Let Cj, Vi, VT, B and B+ be 
as (3.4) and (3.8). Suppose that 9, is closed and G9(YO) is dense. Define a 
closed linear manifold T by 
T = 
I I 
x + a x E Y,, a E W such that P2( V,(x))* + P3( V,(a))* 
- * +P, B({y,ry})C, +I Y’fDdt =%,x1 . 
i 1 I 
Here P,, P,, P, are given m x d+, m x d, m x CL) constant Hilbert matrices 
such that 
rank[P,, P,, P,] = m if rncco. 
c s P,PZ + P,Pf + P,PT = I, if m=co. 
Then 
?“k = z + b 
I I 
z E 9$, b f W+ such that 
C,(V:(b))* = P;l-’ PzC2(V:(b))* + PJ#‘:(z))* 
B+({z.i+z~)Cf+jrf~dt)*], 
C,(V:(z))* = Pf[-’ PzC#‘:(b))* + P3C3(V:(z))* 
+ PC;’ 
( 
_ * 
B+({z, s+z}) CT + . z*xD dt 
Ji )I 
, 
C;’ r’zl) CT + jlz’pdt)* 
PzC,(V,l(b))* + P3C3(V;(z))* 
+P,C;’ B+((z,r+zl)C:+jiz’jjDdt)*] 1. 
Remark. The above theorem in less general settings was proved in 
Theorem 4.2 of [6] and Theorem 3.13 of [7]. However, the descriptions are 
very different. 
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EXAMPLE 3.1. We will give an explicit example of Theorem 3.3. We 
need only to specify T,(z), B, B+ and C,. Assume r = 1, ZY = Y” and the 
sequence (a,, a, ,... } satisfies the further assumption: 
O<&<aj-Uj-,<El<aO GE N> 
for some F, E,. Then 
T,(r) = { { Y3 Y”} I Y E "(uj- 19 uj>3 Y’ E ACl,,(aj- 1) aj> 
for all j E N, y E L,(a,, co), y” E L,(a,, CO)}, 
c = (( y, Y”) E T,(t) 1 yck’(Uj- *+) = JJck’(aj-) = 03 
all j E N, k = 0, 1 }. 
Define B = B ’ on T, (r) by 
B({ Y, ~“1) = { v(a,,+>, Y’(Qo+), Y(al->y Y’(al->,-*,Y(aj- I+), 
Y’(aj- 1+)7 v(aj->, v’(aj-),... 1 (1 x co)* 
Then it is shown (see Example 4.1 of [6]) that B defines a bounded linear 
operator from T,(r) onto I, whose kernel is q(r), and that 
!i [ Y”Z - y.?‘] dt = J$, [ Y’(aj-) .F((aj-) - y(aj-) 7(aj-) 
- Y’(aj- I+) f(Uj- I+> + .!J(aj- I+> Z'(aj- ,+I] 
= iB({ Y, ~“1) C,(B(lz, z”l)>* 
for all y, z in G?(T,(z)). Here 
Thus Theorem 3.3 can be put into explicit form. 
Notice that C, CT = CTCl = 1,. 
Next we will describe all the self-adjoint subspace restrictions of L, 4 W 
via solution spaces. To do this, we need to construct a corresponding 
boundary operator V and the corresponding hermitian, non-singular Hilbert 
matrix C. In the rest of this section unless otherwise mentioned, we assume 
that r = r+. First construct boundary operators fj, p and matrices eji, e as 
follows: Let I?, be the co x 00, hermitian, non-singular Hilbert matrix such 
that 
J’ [(ry)‘Z- y’(sT)l dt = iB(ly, ~YI) c’,(B({z, rz}>>* (3.10) 
I 
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for all y, z in B(T,(T)); 
c, = i[((@‘T @))I- ‘(W (@))>[((@‘T @))I - l 
with J(Q) denoting the 1 X d vector (J(w,),..., J(wJ); 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
Let us define 
PI 
g---+ 2, I 
r;2 
;“;--+Cd’ 
P3 
w---b Cd, 
9, i- W-Q,, 
P,({y,~y})=B(ly~zy})e, +j y’xDdtT YE qg;>; (3.13) 
i 
V2(x) = -((Jx, @)), x E iyl ; 
P,(a) = ((4 @>>, a E w; 
qx + u) = [&(x1, P,(a)> ml. x E 9 a E W. 1, 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Suppose that (i) t = T+, (ii) 
Ay = A*y + ixD&’ j D*x*y dt, for all y E X, , 
i 
(iii) 9, in (3.5) is closed, or equivalently g(4PT) is dense. Let cj, Pjy e and 
p be as (3.10)-(3.13). 
Then we have the following: 
(1) P, is a bounded linear operator from 9, onto 1, whose kernel is 
9:. Moreover, 
I, [(~;Y)‘F-- y’(ip,)]dt=i@(y^)e;‘(v(ic;))* 
forully^=(y,~y},z^={z,P,z}E~. 
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(2) P, is a bounded linear operator from ik; onto Cd whose kernel is 
[q 0 (is? n w*] i (9, 0 9:). pj is an isomorphism from W onto Cd. 
(3) P is a bounded linear operator from g, i W onto I, whose kernel 
is IPT n w*. Moreover, 
((J(a + x), z + b)) = iP(x + a) 6( v(z + b))* 
= i[ vJ(a) C,( ci,(z))* + P,(x) Cf( pj(b))* 
+ %> w,w*1 
for all x, z E g, a, b E W. 
Proof. For (l), see Section 4 of [6]. To prove (2) and (3) we note that 
[6, Sect. 41 (i), (ii), (iii) imply that Y’T c 9,. Thus we can write 
where the algebraic sums are orthogonal. Since J(W) c LYf, this fits in the 
setting in [8, Sect. 51, in particular, in Case 5.3, Section 5, where in this case 
p = d, S, = Y,, A = W, Vi = pj, Cj = Cj, B = ti This proves the results. 
THEOREM 3.5. Suppose that (i) 5 = tS, (ii) 9, is closed (or equivalently, 
G(4PT) is dense), (iii) 
all y E X,. 
Let pj, Cj be as (3.10)-(3.13). Let E be the 03 x co, non-singular, Hilbert 
matrix such that 
and let 
Q, = 6 (LO), Q2 E 6 (0, 1). 
1 1 
If R is a CO x 00 matrix with RR” = R*R = I,, then 
T = {x + a ] x E 9,) a E W such that 
[~2(xh Ida), plWl E-‘(QT + QTR*> = 0, x 1 I 
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is a self-adjoint subspace restriction of L, i W. Conversely, if T is the linear 
manifold deJned as the above for some 00 x co matrix R with RR* = 
R *R = I,, then it is selfadjoint. 
EXAMPLE 3.2. Let r = 1, 7y = y”. Let {a,, a, ,..., aj ,... }, T,(7), B and C, 
be as in Example 3.1. Let C, = C, . If 
then EE* = E*E = I, and 
Now we give an application of Theorem 3.5. 
EXAMPLE 3.3. In Example 3.2, take W = (d}, A = 0, x = 0, D = 0. Then 
it follows from Theorem 3.5 that T is self-adjoint restriction of T,(7) if, and 
only if there exists an 03 X co unitary matrix R such that 
where 
Q, = 6 (Lo), Q, = G (0, I>, 
1 I 
u(y) = (iy(a,+) + y’(a,+), -iy(a,+) + y’(a,+), -iy(al-) 
+ y’(a,-), iy(a,-) + y’(a,-),..., iY(aj- 1-t) 
+ y’(aj-,+), -iy(aj_,+) + Y’(ajp,+), -iY(aj-) 
+ y’(aj-), iY(aj-) + Y’(aj-)3..+)- 
In particular, we obtain the following non-trivial self-adjoint operator. Let 
d = (dj) be a vector in 1, such that dd* = 1. Then 2d*d - I, is unitary. Thus 
taking R = 2d*d - I,, the above description says that the following T is a 
self-adjoint operator: 
T= {y,y”} yEC’(aj-,,aj),Y’~Ac,,~(aj-~~ai) 
I I 
for all j E N, y E L,(a,, co), y” E L,(a,, co), 
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-F [k~Y(ak-I+> -I- Y'(Uk-I+)/ 4,-I 
kel 
t {@(a,-) t y’(a,-)} d,,] = 0, 
-iy(Uj-) t d,j ’ 
k:l 
[ {-b(‘k- 1-k) f y’(U& It>} d,k- 1 
t (iy(u,-) t j”(U,-)} d,,] = 0 for ali j E: id 
I 
. 
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